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“Most publicly held
companies are more
concerned with quarterly
earnings. However,
family-owned businesses
are in there for the long
run. It might even take
decades for some of their
ventures to pay off.”
– Danny Miller Author of
Managing For The Long
Run: Lessons In
Competitive Advantage
From Great Family
Businesses
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A MESSAGE FROM THE FOURTH GENERATION

From A Proud Past, Our Family Business Looks Forward
Since 1927 Hermann Services has been a family owned and operated company –
“Operated” being the operative word. Many firms are family owned, but not operated.
It makes me smile to delve through our rich history...the old newsletters, black and
white photographs of company events, news of the day. Hermann was among the first
companies to offer “flexi-van” service whereby trailers could be placed on trains. What
a concept. Occasionally we bring out the “Old Timer,” the first Hermann vehicle, for
company picnics and parades.
Throughout the years, every generation of Hermann management has continually
looked toward the future for opportunities to provide ever higher levels of service to
our customers. Why? It’s literally in our DNA. As a family business, we Hermann’s have
always run the company and because we’re involved, our company has that personal
touch. We personally ensure our clients that the promises we make to fulfill the
obligations that we commit to are kept. You see, business is a lot more personal to
us – and in return that means that our clients are going to get a higher level of service.
Today we’re at a point where Hermann Services can compete with the biggest
companies on a national level, but cost-competitively provide a higher level of service.
When we say it is a family company, it is more than just the Hermann name – it’s the
family of people that work with us. Our commitment is shared by all the employees
who in turn have developed a similar loyalty to the company. We are so proud to have
succeeded in creating a family atmosphere that fosters an attitude of ownership
in the business. We look around and see not just long tenureships of employment,
but also see other families send their next generations to work with us as well. That
is very rare in today’s business climate and says a lot for our family owned corporation.
Our customers can see
the difference. While
we know that we employ
the best team in the
business, it’s nice to know
that a customer can still
pick up the phone and
speak to my father
Richard, my uncle Dennis,
my cousins Jeff and
Bryan, and myself if they
need to. We still have that
connection even though
we have grown.
By Rich F. Hermann
Vice President
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J. Hermann
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1927: Small Business Launch

Everyone at Hermann
Services continues to
take great pride in the
founding principles of
Fred J. Hermann. From
day one he instilled
the company with the
values of good business
practices and ethics
along with providing superior service.
“The Hermann Way” of doing business has
become a tradition that serves us well today.
In addition to his corporate responsibilities, Fred J.
Hermann also served as Mayor of North Brunswick
for 20 years. On Memorial Day May 30, 1967, the
town performed a Dedication of Memorial to him
with an invocation, speeches, and a flag-raising at
his memorial on Hermann Road in the township.

Fred J. Hermann and his wife Myrtle launch the business
by hauling watermelons for The Great A & P Supermarket.

1927-1960: Steady Growth in Northeast
Company grows as a major LTL carrier in the Northeast United
States. The company also served as a dedicated carrier for such
companies as Union Carbide (currently Dow Chemical) and
Johnson & Johnson.

1955: Blast from the Past
Hermann applies with the FCC for radio service so that drivers
do not have to spend time looking for parking spaces in order
to telephone the terminal for instructions.

1960-1970s: 2nd Generation Spurs Corporate Growth
The sons of Fred J. and Myrtle Hermann, Richard W. and
Albert Hermann rise to the helm of the company. Under their
leadership, Hermann Services launches our Leasing and
Warehouse divisions.

1969: Total Distribution Services (TDS)
Hermann Services TDS operates independently, yet in harmony
within the family of companies, utilizing diverse distribution
efficiencies to yield optimum distribution savings to a variety
of manufacturers and shippers. This concept arose from the
launch of the Warehousing Division.

1970s: 3rd Generation Joins
The sons of Richard W. Hermann, Richard J. and Dennis W.
Hermann join the corporation and the expansion of the TDS
business philosophy flourishes.
Richard W. and Albert “Ab” Hermann led the
company through major expansion through three
decades.

Updated Website Now Live
@ www.HermannTDS.com
To keep all of our employees, clients, and
prospective customers apprised of our latest news,
solutions, industry affiliations, and company
information, we have launched a new website.
Visitors can read recent news as well as an archive
of past newsletters that we produce each season.
Our latest equipment for sale can be found on the
leasing page. You can view the new website at the
same web address as always: ww.HermannTDS.com.

1980: Corporate Expansion to Texas
At the request from customer Union Carbide, Hermann Services
expands into the Houston, Texas market with both warehousing
and transportation. All Hermann Services, Inc. divisions expand
in fleet size and warehousing space.

1980s: Packaging Division Grows
Hermann Packaging expands operations with the addition
of rail car and hopper truck services.

1991-Present: 3rd Generation
Expands Corporate Services, Logistics
Stepping into corporate management roles, Dennis W. and
Richard J. Hermann broadened the expansion of Hermann Services.
The Leasing Division grew our dedicated fleet operation to include
off-hour store deliveries. Hermann Warehouse expanded the
square footage of space in both the Northeast and Southwest.
The company launched its Logistics division.

2000 and Beyond: 4th Generation Rises,
Company Offers Services Nationwide
Dennis Hermann’s sons, Jeff and Bryan Hermann step into key
management roles. Jeff heads up Southwest Operations and
Bryan spearheads Maintenance. Richard J.’s son, Richard F.
Hermann, serves as VP, Leasing and his daughters, Jessica
Hermann Spearnock, Controller, and Christine Hermann VanHise,
Human Resources, play key executive roles in the organization.

CLIENT SATISFACTION

Hermann Services Customer Relationships Stand the Test of Time
Many of our customers over the years appreciate the fact that Hermann Services is family owned and operated. Hermann is
proud to have both served companies through our own successive generations of management as well as those of our clients.
Goodyear began using Hermann
Setco, a subsidiary of Berry Plastics,
Jeffrey Transportation, a local family
Services as far back as 1948 when
manufactures food containers. We
owned company, first specialized in LTL
they established a distribution center in
began providing Setco dedicated
deliveries for pharmaceutical companies.
New Brunswick. They acquired another
contract carriage in 1986 due to their
They initially leased ten Hermann 45’
Hermann customer, Dunlop, in the early provider’s inability to supply replacement long x 13’ high trailers in 1987. Since
70s. At one point during our relationship, drivers. We made local deliveries to their then the company has grown and
Hermann provided storage for over
customers, pick-ups at their vendors,
diversified to include retail and consumer
50,000 tires. We have since provided
and shuttled product between them
electronics. They now lease 35 power
them with unsurpassed service through
and their partners. Today we continue
units and 50 trailers.
three generations of ownership!
to provide Setco a high level of service.
Mauser Corporation manufactures
Union Carbide, which is now DOW,
IFF, Inc., a flavors and fragrances
industrial containers. In 1993 when
helped usher Hermann into the
manufacturer, moved into the Dayton,
escalating labor and equipment costs
warehousing business in the 1950s.
NJ area in 1986, which is when we
impacted ROI, Mauser turned to
The company contracted Hermann to
provided storage to make room on their
Hermann to provide the kind of service
construct dedicated warehouses in both
docks for a grand opening ceremony
only a private fleet can offer, our Activity
the Northeast and Southwest. We began attended by then Governor Thomas
Based Costing methodology of rating
the relationship by providing shuttle
their services enabled them to control
Kean. Soon after, they outsourced
deliveries from their warehouses. Today
their private fleet to Hermann due to
their costs. We continue to provide
we continue to provide DOW with
escalating costs. We continue to provide on-site dispatch, yard management,
hazmat transportation services.
them with significant savings to this day. and a fleet of drivers.

What the Hermann Name Means to Me By Frank Breslin, Dean, Institute of Logistical Management
As a former corporate logistics officer
with Scott Paper, I contracted Hermann
Services for warehousing and
distribution from the late 70’s through
the early 90’s. To me, the Hermann
name speaks volumes. It’s like the Seal
of Good Housekeeping. For all who work
at Hermann, customer service is
paramount. It’s as if dedication to their
clients’ success is in their DNA. They

share a sense of ownership about the
business and a passion for excellence
and quality. Hermann has not only stood
for more than just a solid reputation of
reliability, but also for character. It is the
type of company that I felt comfortable
doing business with on a handshake.
Their corporate culture was ahead of the
curve when it came to truly exceeding
expectations and forming business

partnerships. I could always count on
Hermann Services to both set and rise
to the highest standards of service in our
incredibly demanding industry.
For more information on the
Institute of Logistical Management,
email dean@logisticseducation.edu
or visit www.logisticseducation.edu.

GREEN UPDATE

Hermann Services Attains
Smartway Partnership
We’re proud to be recognized as one of
the nation’s most environmentally-aware
distribution companies.
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SmartWay Transport is an innovative collaboration between
the EPA and the freight sector designed to improve energy
efficiency, reduce greenhouse gas and air pollutant emissions,
and improve energy security.
By participating in the SmartWay Transport programs, Hermann Services saves
money, reduces fuel consumption, and is recognized for our social responsibility.
We achieved the status of SmartWay Transport Partner by committing to
improving the environmental performance of our freight delivery operations.

Strategies Implemented as a SmartWay Transport Partner:
•
•
•
•

Idling reduction
Truck and trailer aerodynamic upgrade
Improved pickup and delivery scheduling
Tire upgrades and automatic
inflation systems

• Advanced lubricants and
powertrain equipment
• Improved freight and intermodal
transport
• Driver training

In addition to helping our bottom line, these and other changes are helping
to make a big difference in environmental impacts. Clients appreciate working
with a SmartWay designated Transport Partner, which is something everyone
at Hermann can be proud of and help communicate to our customers.
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